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Introduction
The ZF Friedrichshafen AG firmly believes in the mutual benefits of digitalizing supplier
communication processes. But the increasing number of EDI connections, rolled-out SupplyOn
services and new setup requests on both sides was calling for an intelligent solution helping to
manage both new tasks and existing connections while significantly reducing effort along the
way for all partners involved
The Digital Onboarding Assistant (short DOA) is that solution. It provides an instant overview
of all Digital Supplier Communication connections ever built, all new and running tasks for ZF
and you as a supplier and automizes most of the communication involved. The included DOA
Wizard will guide you in a step-by-step approach through all your required actions and even
allows to perform several tasks at once with one click while being as easy to use as a software
installation program. Completely free of charge.
If you have questions or face troubles you can use the new installed Onboarding Support
Hotline or the Contact Form. If not and you also don’t stress the given due dates too much you
will only face one single member of our global ZF Onboarding Service team in the future – the
Digital Onboarding Assistant.

LINK to the ZF Business Portal hosting the DOA : https://business.zf.com/
Read the following chapter about how to get access to ZF Business Portal
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How To Get Access To The ZF Business Portal And The DOA
Usage of the DOA is completely free of any charge but always requires an invitation from the
ZF Onboarding Team in your own interest of safety. The initial user of your company will be
invited by us based on the contact information we are given from purchasing, logistics,
finance, supplier management or quality departments. Usually these will be your key accounts
for ZF.
The DOA is hosted on the ZF Business Portal – a platform used by ZF to host our own selfdeveloped applications. For all EXISTING users of the ZF Business Portal you will be granted
access to the DOA automatically with the next onboarding task and we will you inform you
about it.
For all NEW users to the ZF Business Portal you will be invited automatically with the next
onboarding task by E-Mail with a link to our online registration form.
If you cannot wait or want to register a new colleague, either use the DOA contact form,
subject “Usermanagement” if you have access already or send an E-Mail to
zf-onboarding-service@zf.com and mention the e-mail address, name and phone number of
the user to be registered..
The LINK to the registration application is posted in the invitation mail from the
onboarding team.
The registration process has 3 steps plus the password-creation.
1. Click on the link to the registration app you received in the invitation E-Mail from your
assigned ZF Onboarding Service team member.
2. Then please fill out the registration form as shown in the screenshots below.
Important: name the e-Mail address of the person from whom you received the
invitation as ZF contact person
3. This person will approve your request and you will receive an E-Mail to initiate a
password reset process. In this case to create your initial password.
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In the future, we will always use this email
to inform you about new onboarding
requests. Neutral e-mail addresses like
“info@supplier.com” are usually not
suitable.

1

Important! Put in the Reference ID you
received in the invitation mail here!

Please give us the address of your
department or your company
headquarters. The DUNS is optional
but can help further on in the
process. You can check your DUNS on
www.upik.de

2

IMPORTANT! Your contact for the
registration is named in the invitation
e-Mail.

Choose the “Digital Onboarding
Assistant” application!
Your access will now be setup by the
contact person of the onboarding team
you mentioned in step 2.
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If you face an error message that your e-Mail address is already used, you
already have access to the ZF Business Portal for another application. To add
the DOA access for your user, send an E-Mail to the ZF-onboardingservice@zf.com and mention the e-mail address of your user.

Initial Password (and password reset)
After ZF has confirmed your registration, you will automatically receive a confirmation email
from usermanagement.zf-aftermarket.noreply@zf.com which also contains a link with which
you can reset your password. Please allow up to 3 business days for receiving the
confirmation email. We need to approve and create your user first before you can request
your password! Please follow these instructions to request your initial password!
To manually start the password-reset function, use this link:
https://pwdreset.zf.com/
In Appendix D you will find more information about the registration process.
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Once your request was approved you will receive an E-Mail
with the option to reset your password – in this case create
your initial password. Please click the link to reset your
password and you will be guided to this page to the left.
Enter your E-Mail address again and the captcha-code shown
below to initiate the password-reset process.
Note regarding the Captcha code:
All displayed letters are small letters.
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Within a few minutes you will receive an Email from noreply@zf.com

Please check your spam-filters if you didn‘t.
Click on „Change Password“ to open the
password- reset app because this is also used
to create your initial password.
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You will be directed to the Reset Password application to create
your initial password.
The password is checked against our password policy as you
enter it.
Note that your password must contain 3 special characters. The
allowed special characters are displayed in the grey box.
Take down your password. You can change your password only
once within 24 hours for security reasons.

Now you should have access to the ZF Business portal. In the invitation E-Mail we sent you
will find a link to the business portal https://business.zf.com/ . Login with your E-Mail address
and enter your password.
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After login, first choose your preferred language. The DOA only supports EN, DE and CN
language now so please choose any of these in the top right corner. Then open the “Digital
Onboarding Assistant” application

2. Click here to open your Digital Onboarding
Assistant
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1. Choose your preferred language:
EN, DE, CN, are currently supported
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1.

The Digital Onboarding Assistant Layout & Functions

1.1 Page Header

1. Main menu bar
2. Click here to:
o

See Information about our Support Hotline

o

Open the contact form

o

Be routed to important onboarding-relevant information you should know
and sometimes need during onboarding.

o

See your user information

3. If you are responsible for several different companies, you can filter for one specific
one
If your company is not shown or something is missing, please use the contact form
get in touch.

1.2 The Dashboard
The Dashboard is the main screen of the DOA. It will show you all EDI connections or
SupplyOn services ZF has documented according to your filter settings on the page header.
This is our ZF point of view based on established connections we have performed together in
the past. Not necessarily what is still being used. So especially for EDI – connections it may
happen that some connections in status “verified” are actually no longer in use!
If you are bothered by that please inform us using the contact form and we can set those to
“offline” for you in your DOA.
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1. Tab-selection. Here you can switch between the Overview, My Tasks and Overdue
Tasks Tabs.
a. Overview: this shows the complete list of all connections we know of for the
company you selected on the page header including your active tasks.
b. My Tasks: this is a filter for the data in the Overview showing only your active
tasks
c. Overdue Tasks: This is a filter for the data in My Tasks showing only your
overdue tasks
d. The number in brackets of course count how many active tasks you have now.
2. Search field. Almost every word or number shown in the content window can be
searched for. For example – with reference to the sample data shown in the
screenshot above you could search for the plant code “1204” or the location “Tianjin”
or even the format “Edifact” to find all connections using this format
3. Column header of the content window. You can sort the related data ascending or
descending. For searching a specific item you should probably use the search field.
4. Content window. Showing the result of your filter criteria. We describe this in detail
in the next chapter
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1.2.1 The Content window

1. Your DUNS-Number + ZF Business Unit in darker grey headlines. These are usually
named after the division code + location name e.g. “T” for T-Division and
“Friedrichshafen” for the city or larger area of the location. “T-Friedrichshafen” would
then be the combined business unit.
2. Below the Business Unit you see all existing connections listed, organized in columns.
A yellow colour of a line shows you have an active task here.
3. This button starts your task and you will be sent to the DOA Wizard guiding you
through your task. If you have several identical tasks that can be onboarded in
batches, they will be collected in the DOA Wizard. You can see this more clearly in the
My Tasks and Overdue Tasks tabs where your tasks are already grouped together
4. The little

icon can always be clicked to see some additional information.

Here is some additional information about the shown data in the content window if you need
to know
•
•

•

Process name: shows the electronic process. See Appendix A) for an overview of all
processes
Format: shows the used EDI format or SupplyOn Service used for this process. Note
that the possible formats are restricted by ZF. For more on this check out
www.zf.com/edi
Local supplier ID: this is the ZF supplier number you have for this location (sometimes
you have several for the same location). For example, that’s the number we send in
our call-offs, expect in our related ASN or Invoices and we use to set up our
connections.
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•

•
•

•
•

ZF plant codes: these are important for identifying specific relations and for our setup.
E.g. we exchange those in our call-offs / ASN and use them for routing messages. You
can see an overview of all plant codes at www.zf.com/edi
Status: the status of the connection right now. See Appendix B) for a detail
information about the different status
My Tasks: if you have an active task for the onboarding process it is shown here.
Using the blue button, you can start one or several tasks at once (see the DOA Wizard
click tree in Appendix C) to get an overview of all tasks and their position in the
onboarding workflow.
Due Date: if you have an active task, this is your deadline
Contact Person: this is showing who at your company is responsible for the named
process right now according to your contact list. Note that only one person can be
shown though several might be listed in your contact list (see 1.4 The Contact List
Function for details)

In the My Tasks- and Overdue Tasks tabs the sorting of the content window is slightly
different as the following screenshot shows. Instead of by ZF Business Unit, your tasks are
sorted by the required action for your task. Identical tasks are then grouped together. Click on
the

icon on the far right or on the underlined task description.

One more word about the due date. We take this seriously! If you haven’t done a specific task in time you
will receive a first friendly reminder, a second reminder and after that you will be called by one of our
onboarders trying to solve the problem before the case gets escalated to ZF purchasing.
If you need more time please use the contact form to name a specific new due date. Depending on the
urgency of the case we either change the due date for you or escalate the case directly to the purchasing
department.

1.3 The Parameter Datasheet Function
This function allows you to maintain your EDI parameters according to ZF requirements
anytime. All lines marked with a red “*” are mandatory. However, you don’t need to maintain
this initially. Once ZF is willing to set up the first EDI connection with you, you will do this step
during the setup process in the DOA Wizard.
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Of course, you can request access to the DOA for anybody in your IT / EDI team and have
them fill this out for you in advance. Then for every new connection the fields will be pre-filled
automatically in the DOA Wizard (see chapter 2). If these parameters should be provided and
Note that everybody with access to the DOA has access to all information and functions in the DOA. The only
difference between a DOA – User and a DOA – Admin is the “user” is not allowed to edit, add, delete contact
persons in the contact list. So be sure to request only DOA – User roles for somebody outside your company.
If you don’t want to do that you can ask your partner to fill out our Parameter Datasheet available at
www.zf.com/EDI (they need that anyways for the setup) and send it back to you to copy the data in the given
fields.

maintained by an external service provider of yours, you can also request access to the DOA
for them – for free. In any case please request additional access using the contact form.
Your EDI / IT Team or Service Provider will need ZF Parameters as well. You can download
those on www.zf.com/EDI.
Don’t forget to send your OFTP2 certificate as a zip-file per mail if you choose this as a connection-type. You will
see a link to create the correct mail at the bottom of the PDS when choosing OFTP2.

1.4 The Contact list Function – Do Your DOA Usermanagement

1. Selection Checkbox: select contact information you want to delete.
2. Edit: to edit a contact information, click this pen-icon
3. User Roles: every contact can be assigned several user-roles. Not only the two DOA
roles (DOA-Admin & DOA-User) but also SupplyOn User roles. The latter are defined
by you during the registration process for a SupplyOn Service
4. Add / delete a contact: click here to add or delete a contact. Select a contact with the
selection checkbox and click Delete Contact.
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If you edit the e-mail address or DOA Admin- / DOA User-role, the user is no longer assigned to the
respective DUNS and will no longer receive DOA alert-Mails. Same is true of course if you delete a
DOA-Admin or DOA-User entirely.

If you have a DOA Admin role for one or more DUNS, you can give more people of your organization
access to these DUNS in the DOA. But they must have finished a one-time DOA registration first.
That way you can set-up a back-up for all your DUNS or a central function like an EDI-Administrator. If
you want to have DOA access to further locations of your company delivering to ZF, please raise a
ticket using the DOA contact form, subject “Usermanagement” and mention your e-mail address in the
text.
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2. The DOA Wizard
The DOA Wizard is the core of the Digital Onboarding Assistant guiding you through the
different steps of onboarding. Though different onboarding phases we are in have different
screens in the DOA Wizard (same is for different processes we are onboarding) it still has
always the same layout and principals and should be mostly self-explaining. Therefore, this
section is only describing the general features and important things to know. For more
detailed information have a look at the DOA Wizard Click Tree in Appendix C).
As always if you still have questions please feel free to use our onboarding service hotline as
well.

2.1 A usual Wizard Screen: Layout and Basic Functions

1. Screen Header: to show you in which screen you are now and what is still to come.
2. Information Screen: This one contains information about your required action in this
onboarding step.
3. The Data Table: Like the DOA Dashboard this screen shows all connections for which
you are now taking the same decision. You can use the check boxes

to unselect

some lines. This means they are not affected by this required action and will stay as an
open task of yours.
4. Navigation Buttons: depending on your required action they will be named “Next” to
move to the next screen of this onboarding step, “Confirm” to acknowledge a special
In very few cases you cannot use the “Back” button. In these cases, we need a simple (but important)
answer you should be able to give right now. However of course you can always use the Page Header
to go directly to another page.
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information or confirm something we have asked you (e.g. if you have received and
can process EDI data) or “Submit” to submit certain data with the DOA. “Back” or
“Cancel” will bring you either back to the previous screen or the Dashboard.

2.2 Other Screens and Important information
While the DOA Wizard is mostly working the same way there are some screens that are a little
special and described here.
2.2.1 The Parameter Datasheet
For Logistic and Finance processes ZF offers two options for data exchange1:
•

A classic EDI connection (with ZF EDIFACT Guidelines)

•

The SupplyOn WEB-EDI service

The Parameter Datasheet is pulled up in the DOA Wizard if you chose “Classic EDI” as your
preferred option for the exchange of logistic & finance data with ZF. If you have already
maintained your EDI parameters here (see 1.3 The Parameter Datasheet Function) the fields
in this screen are filled with the parameters, we are already given.

2.2.2 The SupplyOn Service Registration
For every SupplyOn Service you must use (incl. SupplyOn WEB-EDI if you choose not to have
a classic EDI Connection) the DOA will start the registration for you and make SupplyOn send
you an invitation mail.

1

See the “ZF Global Logistics Directive” all production material suppliers have to acknowledge. You’ll
find it issued in the ZF Supplier Board on our web-site.
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On this screen the DOA will collect mandatory information SupplyOn needs from you. Your
address and DUNS is already collected and filled out automatically. But you have to name a
responsible person for this SupplyOn Service – the person who will receive the invitation for
this service from SupplyOn.
1. Choose a contact out of your DOA Contact List
2. Click here to add a new person directly in this screen. You don’t have to go to the DOA
Contact List first.

2.2.3 ASN Self-Validation
If you chose “Classic EDI” rather than SupplyOn WEB-EDI during the first DOA steps (see
chapter 2.1) or you already are sending ASN using our standard EDIFACT Guidelines (ZF Global
DESADV) you will have a task to self-validate your ASN before you send EDI data. This is to
improve the ASN quality and work on problems at an early stage.
You can upload your ASN as a *.txt file for verification (only one file at a time!). You and our
team will receive a validation report. If the overall status is red you can work on the errors and
repeat the process. If the overall status is green the ZF Onboarding Service will create a task
for you to start sending data.
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Generally, ZF allows only the EDI guidelines promoted on https://www.zf.com/edi. However, in some
cases we still allow to ZF EDIFACT D.97A. Please understand that these cases are specified by us
depending on strategic and technical decisions. If you cannot fulfill the EDI guideline for the format we
chose, SupplyOn WEB-EDI is your only alternative.
You can also send your Global DESADV ASN to the validator software not using the DOA – though it is
not as comfortable and not recommended. See the above link for more information.

3. Support
3.1 Phone Support
We are a global team of onboarding experts located in Friedrichshafen (DE), Shanghai (CN),
Northville (US), Guadalajara (MX) and Sorocaba (BR) and usually available around 8:00 to
16:00 in local time. Though no dedicated call-center as such, anyone available will pick up the
phone and try to support you.
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3.2 Contact Form

The more precise your information is in your support request the faster will be our response
time. Therefore, the DOA has the function of a Contact Form. Hand in this form when you
expect support within 1-2 workdays for more complex questions or for Usermanagement
topics & feedback. For smaller or more urgent questions please use the Phone Support

1. Mandatory fields are highlighted with a red star
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2. Your E-Mail address.
3. Related information. Some processes are rolled-out for all ZF locations and all your
local supplier ID’s at once. You recognize those by the term “ZF All” or “ZF Group” in
the Dashboard table fields “Local Supplier ID” and “ZF Business Unit”. For all the
others it’s a great help if you chose the specific or -if several, one of the related
connections for your request. Alternatively, you can name other relations in the
Textfield as well.
4. Text field (mandatory).
5. Click here to add attachments to your request. Alternatively, you can drag the files
from your Explorer (Windows) or Finder (Mac) into the field below.
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Appendix
A) List and Explanation of Digital Processes ZF Uses
Below is a list of the processes the Digital Onboarding Assistant is used for.
Process

Explanation

Delivery schedules

Electronic message issued by ZF locations containing information on
delivery quantities and dates

ASN

Electronic message your company has to send to ZF providing
detailed information about a pending delivery.

Purchase Orders

Electronic message issued by ZF which authorizes a purchase
transaction indicating types, quantities, and agreed prices for
products.

Catalogue Orders

Electronic message issued by ZF which authorizes a purchase
transaction from your catalogue indicating types, quantities, and
agreed prices for products.

Invoices

Electronic message issued by your company that indicates the
quantities and costs of the products sold to ZF.

Credit Notes

Electronic message issued by ZF which represents a self-billing
invoice for your sold products. Typical for consignment material.

Stock Movements

Electronic message issued by ZF which informs you about changes
in your consignment store at ZF (increase, decrease).

VMI

SupplyOn VMI Monitor which allows your company to control your
consignment inventory stored at ZF locations and plan your deliveries.

Performance Monitor

SupplyOn Service. Your company receives monthly evaluations for
ppm and complaints (quality) and delivery performance (logistics)
electronically.

Problem Solver
(e8D Reports)

SupplyOn Service. A tool allowing your company to work through
problems related to quality and delivery performance step by step
(fulfilling ZF Quality Guidelines).

Project Management
(eAPQP)

SupplyOn Service which allows your company to maintain and
follow-up APQP projects within ZF electronically (fulfilling ZF Quality
Guidelines).

Collaboration Folders

SupplyOn Service which allows your company to have a something
like a “cloud drive” for different projects within ZF.
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Process

Explanation

Sourcing Manager

SupplyOn Service which allows your company to receive RFQ from
ZF and send quotes to ZF for inquiry

Business Directory

SupplyOn Service which allows your company to provide your most
important contacts to ZF (General Manager, ZF Key Account, etc.)
and update your business certificates.

Document Manager

SupplyOn Service which allows your company to work with drawings
and legal documents from ZF in an encrypted environment

B) Explanation of Status

Status

Setup connection

Expecting data
transmission

Parameters
incomplete

Escalation

Escalation finished

Meaning

Who has
set this
status?

Next step

The supplier and ZF are
setting up their Systems

DOA once the
partner chose
the connection type.

The IT will set up ZF EDI
& SAP system, the
supplier will do his setup
/ preparations

ZF IT,
Supplier IT

3-10 days
(ZF)

Supplier contacts the
onboarding team and/or
ZF EDI Support.

ZF IT

ZF Onboarders wait for
first data transmission
(log&fin data only) in
either way.

Supplier
(ASN/
INVOICES),
ZF (Other)

Supplier: 1-4
weeks
depending on
available
data.

Supplier escalation

ZF IT

Onboarding team will
get in touch with the
supplier and make him
complete his parameters

Supplier

1-10 days

Escalation of the supplier

Onboarding
team

The case will be
escalated to the
commodity managment
or a project responsible.

Commodity
/ defined
4-8 weeks
project
responsibles

Failed escalations will
lead to a decrease in
supplier rating

ZF Escalation
manager

Depending on the
escalation result the ZF
onboarder will either
close the task or
continue onboarding.

Onboarding
team

-

The connection has
been finished on ZF
side. We wait for first
data transmission.
When the supplier must
send data, he is
automatically asked for
it by the DOA.
The EDI setup cannot be
done due to missing or
wrong parameters from
the supplier.
The supplier declined
the request or didn‘t
answer mails/calls, is
delaying the progress
continuously
An Escalation has been
closed
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Who is on
duty

Exceeding the
timeline

Timeline

1-3 days

Internal

Status

Meaning

Offline

The supplier/vendor
code is no longer
existing

Waiting for supplier
feedback

The supplier was
informed, we are
waiting for important
information e.g. EDI
Parameters etc.

Not relevant

Who has
set this
status?

Next step

Onboarding
team

-

ZF
Onboarding
Team

The supplier will give
feedback about the
requested connection,
provide his contacts for
this process, provide EDI
parameters etc.

ZF
We stopped onboarding
Onboarding
for various reasons.
Team

Not verified

We found traffic on our
EDI system but it's
unclear if it is actually
used on either side

Who is on
duty
-

-

Supplier

1-15 days

Supplier escalation, prior
to that the supplier is
reminded up to 2 times
(after 5, 3 and another 3
days)

-

-

-

-

Onboarding
team

If necessary, we clarify
with sender/receiver if
the message can be
processed. If yes, we
change to "ready". If not,
we do onboarding

If necessary,
the
onboarding
team.

-

On hold

A ZF special
department exceeded
the available time for
testing ASN/Invoices

Onboarding
team

We wait for testing to be
ZF special
finished and try to get
departments 8 weeks
feedback from testing
(Testers)
departments

Task will be closed and
the requester is informed.

Postponed

The task is postponed
due to various reasons

Onboarding
team

Onboarding team will
Onboarding
pick up the task again on
team
the defined due date

up to 6
months

Task will be closed and
the requester is informed

Verified

The connection is
finished and verified.

DOA or
Onboarding
team

Onboarding is finished.
Responsibility is handed
over to business
department

-

-

-

Ready for training

TOMS - specific. The
supplier is onboarded
and will now start his
training

Onboarding
team

On the defined GoLive
date the TOMS process
will start

ZF Keyuser,
supplier

10-20 days

Onboarding contacts
TOMS Team

Onboarding
team

1-3 days after
a message
has been
found.

Onboarding team,
supplier & IT work on the
problem

Supplier

1-15 days

Supplier escalation

Special
department

1 day to 2
months

Set to "On Hold"

Live

Data quality of the
supplier is verified,
further messages are
routed to prod. System

ZF IT

Service registration

The supplier is working
on his access to a
specific SupplyOn
service

DOA

Testing data (ZF)

ZF special departments
are verifying messages
of the supplier

Onboarding
team

-

Exceeding the
timeline

Timeline

Onboarding team will
verify the connection by
monitoring the EDI
system for productive
data transmission. If
successful, status will be
changed to "ready".
SupplyOn will get in
touch with the supplier
and work on the
registration process with
him for max. 15
workdays or escalate
back to ZF
A special department
will test first messages
provided by the supplier
in the local SAP test
system
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Status

Go live

Supplier verifies data

Meaning
ZF special departments
have finished testing
data from the supplier

ZF sent data to the
supplier and we are
waiting for a feedback if
he can process it or not

Who has
set this
status?

Next step

Who is on
duty

Special
department
(Testers)

IT-OBT will change the
routing to ZF prod.
System

Onboarding
team

The DOA will ask the
supplier to verify the
data he received. In a
positive verification the
status will be changed to The Supplier
"verified" by the DOA. If
not, the supplier will ask
the onboarding team to
support.
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ZF IT

Timeline

Exceeding the
timeline

1-3 days

Onboarding team will get
in touch with IT-OBT

1-10 days
depending on
message
sending
frequency

After one more reminder
(after 5 days) without
feedback the ZF
Onboarders change the
status to “verified” and
give no further support for
this case!
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C) DOA Wizard Click Tree
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D) Additional Information on the DOA Registration Process
How to Get Access to DOA - Existing Users of ZF Business Portal

How to Get Access to DOA - New Users of ZF Business Portal

Troubleshooting:
-

If the ZF Regapp says your E-Mail is already registered, contact the ZF-OnboardingService@zf.com

-

If you don’t receive a password-reset mail after registering, either your request has not
yet been approved (please allow for ~3 business days) or you accidentally entered the
wrong contact-eMail in step 2. Please inform zf-onboarding-service@zf.com but fixing
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this can take up to a week! Notice you receive the mail for a password reset from
usermanagement.zf-aftermarket.noreply@zf.com.
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